A Better Path. A Better Way.

Highlights:

Walkway Installation Checklist

Delivery should be
scheduled when
resources and space is
available

A successful project is a result of thoughtful planning from start to finish and
The Wickcraft Company has you covered each step of the way. The following is
an overview of the key points to consider as you begin the installation of your
Wickcraft walkway.

Unloading will
require a forklift with
6’ forks.

ü There are four types of sections; Standard, Start/End, Custom, and
Transition. All but standard sections are numbered as per the layout drawing
and your install should start with section “S1”.
ü When unloading materials, stack according to type of section with highest
numbered at the bottom, as these will be the last to be installed.
ü Starting with frame “S1” and working in the direction of install, position
and level. Subsequent sections are installed by hinging together with the
“Posi-Loc” system. For sections without the Posi-Loc hinge (Transition
sections) use the provided through bolts and nut.
ü On each frame, insert leg into leg-sleeve to the approximate desired height
and tighten slightly. Hinge and lower section on to bearing pad (if being
used). Level by adjusting leg height. Leave excess leg length above frame.
ü Once all frames are installed and walkway is leveled (a laser or string line
may be helpful), fasten the legs with self-tapping screws and trim leg length.
ü Position corresponding deck sections on frames. Make sure the deck is
square in the frame and while applying downward pressure install selftapping deck screws one in each corner. A Pilot hole may be helpful.
ü Attach continuous curb-rail if appropriate.
ü Install handrail if appropriate and according to handrail specific instructions.

Staging of frames
and decks should be
done to facilitate
sequential retrieval.
Assemble frames in
sequential starting at
“S1” on the provided
layout drawing.
Adjustments can be
made along the way
with the adjustable
legs or by pulling in
the desired direction.
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